
Photo:	Darhad	Valley,	Hovsgol	Aimag,	B.	Bayar		

Mongolia’s northernmost region, Hovsgol, is where the rolling steppes 
give way to Siberian taiga. Our team has been exploring and 
organizing rides here for 20 years and our local guides have a lifetime 
of knowledge of the routes and trails through this landscape. We’ve 
designed this comprehensive and exclusive portfolio of horse riding 
routes to showcase the best riding adventures that the region offers.
These routes and rides not only visit the most spectacular scenery but also tell the 
story of the nomads who live in and move through this landscape. Most of the trails 
are used by local herders to migrate between seasonal pastures and in fact many are 
very ancient routes perhaps even ridden by Chinggis Khan himself.
Choose from the suggested itineraries below, or use these as a starting point to work 
with us on planning your ideal trip. We are offering both fully guided and catered 
trips as well as self-catering adventures.
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Photo:	Riding	at	Alag	Tsar,	East	Shore,	Lake	Hovsgol,	B.	Jangar

ABOUT THE REGION
Lake Hovsgol is an 85 mile (136km) long pristine alpine lake, located in Northern 
Mongolia, just south of the Siberian border.  Its the little sister of Lake Baikal and is 
part of the same rift valley system. The Lake and surrounding watershed is 
designated as a National Park. The Horidal Saridag mountains run parallel to the 
west of the lake, and are a Special Protected Area, habitat for Argali sheep, Ibex, Red 
Deer, Wolves and more wildlife.
The Darhad Valley (also spelt Darkhad) is home to the Darhad Tribe, nomadic 
herders with a cultural identity and dialect distinct from the majority Khalkh 
Mongols. Their summer pastures are located in the grasslands of the Darhad basin, 
while many migrate through the Horidal mountains to their  winter camps close to 
Lake Hovsgol.  They are famous for their white horses, and many traditions and 
skills such as the making of raw-hide horse tack are well preserved in the 
community.
To the north and west of the Darhad Valley lies the Taiga. ‘Taiga’ is the general 
term given to the Boreal Forest or Snow Forest, between the steppes and the tundra. 
The Mongolia taiga is home to the Dukha reindeer herders (also known as the 
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Tsaatan), one of Mongolia’s most fascinating and iconic communities, who live in 
teepees and herd reindeer on the border with Tuva and Siberia. 
To the East of Lake Hovsgol lies an expansive area of wild country, with broad 
river valley sparsely populated by traditional herders, and huge tracts of forested hill 
country.  The residents in and around Tsagaan Uur village are Buryats, another 
distinct Mongolian ethnic group with their own customs and traditions, and strong 
links to their fellow Buryats over the border in Russia. The Eastern Shore itself has 
gorgeous views across the lake towards the Horidal Mountains. Travel here to 
experience wildflowers in summer or golden larch trees in the fall, to experience 
herding life and explore wild trails on horseback, and for a good soak in the hot 
springs at Bulnai.

Photo:	Dukha	kids	riding	their	reindeer,	Dan	Bailey.
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DARHAD NOMADS TRAIL A

SOUTHERN PASSES AND HORIDAL SARIDAG

Trip Cost: $3750 per person*
Ride duration: 10 days riding
Total itinerary: 15 days in Mongolia  
Private trips from: June 20th to 30th September 
Ride starts/ends: Hatgal, Lake Hovsgol

Our classic ride is designed to showcase the best of the region’s landscapes, including 
Lake Hovsgol, the Horidal Mountains and the Darhad Valley. Its a loop ride of some 
250km that circumnavigates a large portion of the Horidal protected area through 
excellent riding country. The plan is to get out on horseback, camp in the wild, visit 
Darhad herders, enjoy the company of our local wranglers, and get a sense of this 
fascinating region.
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DARHAD NOMADS TRAIL B

NORTHERN PASSES AND THE WILD SHORE

Trip Cost: $3750 per person*
Ride duration: 8 days riding
Total itinerary: 15 days in Mongolia  
Private trips from: June 20th to 30th September 
Ride starts/ends: Renchinlumbe, Darhad Valley

The northern version of our Darhad Nomad’s Trail. We begin this ride at 
Renchinlumbe in the heart of Darhad Valley. From ‘Lumbe’ we ride North across the 
plains, visiting Darhad summer camps, before turning east into the mountains 
following a migration trail. The trail crosses a high pass and emerges at the Northern 
tip of Lake Hovsgol on the most untouched part of the lake shore. We follow the lake 
shore south before crossing another pass and returning to Renchinlumbe. Again this 
route tells the story of the Darhad Nomads by following their northern migration 
routes, and enjoys some particularly wild and remote scenery.
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TAIGA TRAILS AND THE REINDEER HERDERS
Trip Cost: $3500 per person*
Ride duration: 6 days riding
Total itinerary: 14 days in Mongolia  
Private trips from: June 20th to 30th September 
Ride starts/ends: Tsagaan Nuur, Darhad Valley

Ride to the reindeer herders and explore the wild Taiga. The ride begins at a 
trailhead on the edge of the Taiga, reached by a long drive over two days across the 
steppes and through the Darhad Valley. Local herders then escort us up into the 
Taiga to the Dukha reindeer herder’s tipi camps. After visiting with the Dukha we 
continue deeper into the Taiga, over a mountain pass and onto Joshim Nuur, a 
remote alpine lake. The return route follows the Tengis river as it flows out of the 
Taiga.
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TAIGA TRAILS AND NORTHERN LAKE HOVSGOL
Trip Cost: $4250 per person* 
Ride duration: 11 days riding
Total itinerary: 18 days in Mongolia  
Private trips from: June 20th to 30th September 
Ride starts/ends: Tsagaan Nuur to Renchinlimbe, Darhad Valley

This epic ride combines riding to the reindeer herders with our Northern Passes and 
The Wildshore ride. Beginning by riding up the Tengis River and over the mountain 
to visit the Reindeer herders, the ride then continues to skirt the edge of the Darhad 
Valley and the Taiga. We then cross the most northerly of the Darhad Nomad’s 
migration trails, Utreg Pass, to reach the northern tip of Lake Hovsgol, with views of 
the region’s highest peak Monkh Saridag. Finally we head south along the most 
untouched section of the lake shore and cross another pass to reach Renchinlumbe 
and our rendezvous with the jeeps. A three day extension (giving you a total of two 
weeks in the saddle and 21 days in Mongolia) can return you through the Horidal 
Mountains to Hatgal at the southern end of the Lake.
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EASTERN SHORE & HOT SPRINGS
Trip Cost: $3000 per person*
Ride duration: 6 days riding
Total itinerary: 12 days in Mongolia  
Private trips from: June 20th to 30th September 
Ride starts/ends: Hatgal, Lake Hovsgol

To the east of Lake Hovsgol lies a huge tract of wild country, only sparsely populated 
by nomadic herders. We start this ride at our friend, Boldoo’s cabin located a short 
way up the eastern shore of the lake. From there we ride through meadows and 
forest to the hot springs at Bulnai before looping back to the Lake. Good times to go 
are during wildflower season in June, or for the fall color in September when the 
larch trees turn golden.
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EASTERN WILDS & HOT SPRINGS
Trip Cost: $3950 per person*
Ride duration: 9 days riding
Total itinerary: 16 days in Mongolia  
Private trips from: 20th August to 30th September 
Ride starts/ends: Tsagaan Uur to Hatgal, Lake Hovsgol

On our extended ride to the east of Lake Hovsgol we visit our Buryat friends near the 
village of Tsaagan Uur and then travel into the wilderness of the Uur River 
headwaters. After several days ride through forest and stream valleys we emerge at 
the Bulnai hot springs for a good soak before continuing to the lake. The best time to 
go in September when the larch trees turn golden, and the herders are bringing in 
their hay.
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LAKE & MOUNTAIN TRAILS 
SHORT RIDES AT LAKE HOVSGOL

Trip Cost: $2750 per person*
Ride duration: 5 days riding
Total itinerary: 10 days in Mongolia  
Private trips from: 20th June to 30th September 
Ride starts/ends: Hatgal, Lake Hovsgol

We designed this ride as a shorter trip to introduce you to horse riding in Mongolia, 
while at the same time experiencing nomadic culture and visiting one of Mongolia’s 
top scenic destinations, Lake Hovsgol. Keeping the trip relaxed and comfortable we 
enjoy day rides from a secluded base camp and a second ‘spike’ camp, allowing us to 
explore some beautiful riding country and drop in to visit our herder friends at their 
summer camps.
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WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT
✓ The routes are based on our 20 years experience in organizing rides in this region. 

None of these exact riding itineraries are offered by any other outfitters or guides.
✓ All are horse packing trips supported by a team of wranglers leading packhorses, 

this enables us to get well off the beaten track unlike vehicle supported rides, and 
means we travel with a large team of local herders which adds to the experience.

✓ In addition to hosted and fully catered trips we now offer self-catering packages 
for private group trips, allowing you to practice your bushcraft and campfire 
cooking skills (ask us for more info about how this works).

✓ We use our own Russian and Cossack style trail saddles, based on authentic 
historical designs and built to our own specifications. These are highly suited to 
the horses and the type of riding we do. We also provide professional outfitter 
standard camping equipment. 

It is also worth noting that while the Dukha (Tsaatan) people are often the focus of 
visitors to the area, we purposely haven’t made them the focus of all our rides. We 
feel there are some tourism management issues to address with Dukha visits, other 
herding communities including the Darhad and Buryat Nomads are equally of 
interest, and there are many other beautiful places to visit in the region.  

Photo:	Ryan	Bell	in	the	Eastern	Wilds	of	Hovsgol,	Andy	Parkinson.
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TRIP NOTES
❖ The total itinerary duration in Mongolia includes arrival and departure days, 

travel to and from the trailhead, and a recommended buffer day at the end of the 
trip.

❖ Rides starting at Lake Hovsgol are reached by a domestic flight from Ulaanbaatar 
to Muron, and a short overland transfer (2 hours or so) to the village of Hatgal at 
the south end of the Lake.

❖ Rides starting further a field in the Darhad Valley, or other locations, also require 
a domestic flight Ulaanbaatar to Muron and then a longer drive-in over two days 
to the trailhead, camping overnight on the way.

❖ If for some reason domestic flights are not available (for example reduced service 
in tourism shoulder season in June and September) then we will need to drive 
overland on the highway to or from Ulaanbaatar (total around 12 hours drive 
time, usually with overnight at a local hotel).

❖ Our riding program includes some fixed departure join-in trips, a hosted trip led 
by MongolianTrails.com founder Andy Parkinson, and on-demand trips for small 
groups, which also include self-catering options.

Photo:	Camping	in	the	Horidal	Saridag	Mountains,	Andy	Parkinson.
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*WHAT IS IN THE PRICE?
❖ Costs quoted above are based on fully catered guided trips with group sizes of 4 to 

6 guests. Please ask us for quote for private trips with 2, 3, 7 or 8 participants.
❖ The price includes the domestic flight (or when necessary overland travel) 

between Ulaanbaatar and Muron (this is a $225-250 return ticket).
❖ The price excludes your hotel nights in Ulaanbaatar. We’ll book the hotel nights 

you need (whether sharing or single) and add to your final invoice, this way we 
don’t need to charge single supplements, and its easy to arrive a day early or stay 
later. Typically room cost for standard tourist hotels is $95 per night.

❖ All trips are accompanied by an experienced English-speaking Mongolian guide.  
Your guide will be in Ulaanbaatar to meet you the day before departure to the 
countryside and will accompany you on the domestic flight.

❖ Price includes being met at the airport or train station on arrival in Ulaanbaatar, 
and all airport transfers including final departure.

❖ For trips of 4 or more riders we send an additional local horseman to accompany 
and supervise the riding group. This is in addition to the wranglers required to 
manage the packhorse team.

❖ We use Toyota land cruisers (or equivalent) as the standard vehicle for overland 
transport, with only 3 passengers per jeep. These jeeps are more comfortable and 
reliable than the Russian vans (aka forgun or buhanka ‘bread loaf’) and cover the 
distances faster. 

❖ These are horse-packing trips accompanied by a team of local wranglers leading 
their packhorses. This means more crew and more horses (and more costs) than a 
vehicle supported trip, but of course allows us to get deep into the wilds.

❖ Fully catered trips include a cook and all meals outside of Ulaanbaatar. Hopefully 
you’ll be pleasantly surprised by the standard of meals that we provide in the 
wilds.

❖ Filtered water is provided on the ride, and bottled or filtered water is provided 
during overland travel. Alcohol is not included (although we might be able to fine 
some space in the panniers for you to take a few beers or a couple bottles of wine, 
which we can buy in Muron).

❖ It is also worth pointing out that our local partner operating these trips actually 
pay their taxes in Mongolia diligently, including social security and income tax 
contributions for all the staff including local herders who work as wranglers. The 
tax rates in Mongolia are quite high, and these costs might not be reflected in 
other cheaper trips on offer.
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SELF CATERING
As a new option for 2020 season we are now offering self-catering for private trips.  
The rest of the services remain the same but the price does not include the cook or 
any meals in the countryside when camping (other than nights at ger camps). We 
realize that for some part of the adventure is participating in organizing your own 
expedition and practicing your campfire cooking skills. Its also helps to shave some 
of the cost.
We provide the full cooking and kitchen equipment, and you’ll be able to buy 
supplies at the super market in Muron at the start of the trip (or alternatively we can 
buy in advance and pass on the bill). It will need some planning on your side to come 
up with a meal plan and list of supplies in advance, but we can also help with that.
With this style of travel the Mongolian team will cook their own meals separately 
(usually a big meaty noodle soup/stew for breakfast and dinner) and their food 
supplies are included in our costs. 
This option is obviously best for experienced outdoors people who won’t mind 
cooking in the evening after a long day in the saddle. Please feel free to discuss this 
option in more detail with us if it is of interest.

Self Catering Prices

2 pax 3 pax 4-6 pax 7-8 pax

Darhad Nomads Trail A (Southern Passes) $3750 $3050 $2750 $2550

Darhad Nomads Trail B (Northern Passes) $3950 $3250 $2950 $2750

Taiga Trails + Reindeer Herders $3700 $3000 $2550 $2350

Reindeer Herders + North Lake Hovsgol $4400 $3600 $3250 $2950

Eastern Shore & Hot Springs $3600 $2850 $2450 $2300

Eastern Wilds & Hot Springs $4095 $3350 $3350 $2750

Lake & Mountain Trails $3000 $2525 $2250 $2050

*Rates	per	person,	include	domestic	flight,	exclude	hotels	in	Ulaanbaatar,	self	catering	option	excludes	
meals	in	countryside	while	camping.
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